
E87 Fuel Pot Spring Failure & Replacement 

 

Anyone who has ever experienced this phenomenon will fully appreciate that when it happens it  becomes a right pain in 

the neck...essentially what it means is that the fuel tank trim/flap will not close properly, thus making it a problem for the 

central locking actuator pin from fully engaging into the fuel door trim and rendering the flap, loose and perhaps open to 

theft. A typical dealer quote for this fairly easy task would be in or around £180+ 

Tools/Parts Req. 

New Fuel Pot Assembly 
Trolley Jack or similar 
Trolley Jack Adaptor Pad 
Trim Removal Tools 
6mm Push Rivets (see below for link) 
Alloy Wheel Socket 
Wheel Brace/Bar or Torque Wrench 
8 & 10mm Torx Screwdriver 
Gloves 
 

Time to complete: - Approx 80 mins 

In the following walkthrough I will show you how to perform this little job easily, for perhaps just the price of the 

replacement part itself (£21) which I’m sure you’ll agree is quite a saving. 

 
 The result of a broken fuel pot spring – fuel door trim ajar, not locking properly 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mj_iaJmmlYI  
The door is flimsy and lifeless and doesn’t snap shut as it once did. 
 
The first task, for me was, to separate the actual metal fuel door  trim from the plastic flap on the pot...this is quite a simple 

job to perform by simply pulling the plastic arm (see pic below) with the little locating spud outward and simply pull/slide 

the metal trim toward you. 

 
 To remove the fuel door trim pull the flange arrowed outward and slide off. 

 



 

 
 Old pot arm with trim removed 

Fuel door trim, Front 
 

 
Rear of the fuel door trim 

The next little job on the agenda was the removal of the central locking actuator pin guide. 
This needs a quarter turn in an anti-clockwise direction to release. 
 

 
Even with the petrol cap removed I thought I could get some long-nose pliers in to manoeuvre this grommet round, but the 
space is limited and I had to force it round under pressure using only one lug...It can be done but take your time. 



 
The central locking actuator pin guide - removed 

OK that’s everything removed that can be removed around the pot area itself, so before we go on to remove the old pot 

itself, we need to detach the rear wheel and wheel arch liner. 

 
 
As I have just had my 207 alloys refurbished, I didn’t want to scratch or chip the new coating so I invested in one of these 
special sockets that protect the surface and stand off the rim a little more to avoid mishaps (recommended by Marco)Once I 
got the wheel off I discovered a series of 8mm torx screws,  10mm screw covers and 6mm plastic push rivets that needed to 
be undone and removed, these I systematically worked my way around until the wheel arch liner was loose enough for me 
to lever out and gain access to the pot...or so I thought....This to me does [u]NOT[/u] necessarily need to be done, but you 
can do if you want to tidy the rubber seal that goes round the top of the fuel pipe. The reason I feel it does [i]not[/i] need to 
be done is that the pot fits in its own well, a metal box, if you like, so you see there’s no real need to remove the arch liner. 
(You don’t know these things until you actually perform the job) 
 

 
One of the 10mm Torx screw covers that holds the arch liner in place. 

 
6mm plastic push rivets, easily removed with some special trim removal tools 



 
6mm Torx screw and 10mm screw covers 

 
Ok we now have everything removed and the liner is pulled back to expose the end of the fuel pipe. The liner is now nice and 
loose allowing me to tidy up the rubber seal on the new pot assembly around the neck of the fuel pipe. 
 
All good so far...This next part is all about brute force and ignorance 
 
At the bottom of the old plastic pot and just inside the rim, knock a hole in the plastic, whilst still attached to the car; 
gradually widen it until you can get your fingers in...you can’t hurt anything, there’s nothing below this area. Now place 
your fingers into the hole and give it a good hard pull...you may need to do this a few times until it becomes free. In my 
mind there is no simple way of doing this other than the above. BMW may have specialist tools for this job but I can’t 
imagine what. 
 

 
See what I mean about, not much point in removing the wheel arch liner...the pot assembly is encased in its own box area, 
only a small part of the fuel pipe is accessible 
 

 
Above depicts the new Pot Assembly...(app £21) Note the wire spring on the elbow, on the right-hand side 
That is the only thing that has failed, but unfortunately it is inaccessible hence the need for a complete new part.  



Fitting the new pot is all about lining things up precisely before you snap it into place, you will need to insert the shoulder 
of the new pot containing the hinge on the right-hand side first... then work the external seal onto the cars trim...and the 
rubber seal over the fuel pipe....  it’s not rocket science, just a little bit of common sense will tell you that you’ll also  need to 
waggle that actuator pin around a little until it fits through the hole on the new pot, (left side) then push the new assembly 
fully home until it seats into place. Now you can attend to the rubber sealing around the neck of the fuel pipe both from 
above and underneath to make this neat and tidy. 
 

 
Taking one’s time to line things up, before pushing the new pot assembly into place. 

 
New pot assembly fitted snugly into place after alignment 
 

 
The trim is now replaced onto the new pot assembly, in reverse fashion to its removal. 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-xlsL-wSXA  
And the door snaps shut as before...... 

All that remains is to re-attach the wheel arch liner and bolt the wheel back on... 
I hope you enjoyed this little walkthrough on how to solve, what seems to be a common problem whilst saving a few 
pounds in the process. 
 
Here follows a list of the parts and tools I used to perform this task, all part numbers and links have been included for your 
convenience. 
 
1) New Fuel Pot – 51177068449 – BMMiniparts 
2) Genuine BMW fuel filler cap for petrol models from 1998- with strap 16117193372 
  



3) BMW Plastic Push Rivet Clips Bumper Trim Body Panel Retaining 51111908077 
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/BMW-PLASTIC-PUSH-RIVET-CLIPS-BUMPER-TRIM-BODY-PANEL-RETAINING-51111908077-x10-

/231053769819 

4) Genuine PCL 1/2" Alloy Wheel Impact Socket 17mm APA12/17 
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/GENUINE-PCL-1-2-ALLOY-WHEEL-IMPACT-SOCKET-17MM-APA12-17-/141161172123 
 
5) Trolley Jack Adaptor Pad 
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/BMW-1-SERIES-E81-E82-E87-E88-1M-F20-TROLLEY-JACK-TOOL-ADAPTER-PAD-120-116-

/151231706876?ssPageName=ADME:L:OC:GB:3160 

6) 3 Piece Plastic Trim Clip REMOVAL TOOL 
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/3-Piece-Plastic-Trim-Clip-REMOVAL-TOOL-Push-Rivet-Car-Door-Card-Bumper-

/271450193191?ssPageName=ADME:L:OC:GB:3160 

 

BigC (babybmw.net) 
12/07/14 


